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the wars study guide gradesaver - the wars is a 1977 novel by timothy findley about the experiences of a young canadian
officer in world war i findley dedicated the novel to his uncle thomas irving findley who fought in the first world war and
survived findley drew upon letters his uncle had sent as well as his verbal accounts of life on the front to draw an image of
the war in the novel, the wars by timothy findley goodreads - the wars by timothy findley is one of my favorite novels
written in 1977 the title of the novel refers both to ww1 and the psychological effects of warfare on the psyche of our
protagonist robert ross the war within the war so to speak, timothy findley author of the wars goodreads - timothy irving
frederick findley was a canadian novelist and playwright he was also informally known by the nickname tiff or tiffy an
acronym of his initials one of three sons findley was born in toronto ontario to allan gilmour findley a stockbroker and his wife
the former margaret maude bull, the wars by timothy findley fantastic fiction - the wars is an elemental novel with a
magnificent feel for its period it is a dazzling and powerful achievement timothy findley is an internationally acclaimed author
whose novels include not wanted on the voyage the last of the crazy people and the telling of lies, the wars timothy findley
9780571207992 amazon com books - timothy findley has written an important anti war wwi novel comparable to pat barker
s acclaimed regeneration trilogy even a poorly taught english class in canada did not blunt the impact of this powerful book
and now in the us in the fall of 01 the effects of war on the psyche are painfully pertinent, the wars by timothy findley wars
findley review analysis - animal imagery in timothy findley s the wars works cited missing the abundant animal imagery in
timothy findley s book the wars is used to develop characterization and theme the protagonist robert ross has a deep
connection with animals that reflects his personality and the situations that he, timothy findley the wars - i drank celery
juice for 7 days and this is what happened no juicer required duration 8 40 more salt please 3 838 756 views, the wars
timothy findley part 3 summary blogger - robert was again in charge of another convoy heading to the main front lines for
relief of other soldiers he finds himself in the middle of a german gas attack with his convoy in the centre of a mortar hole
robert was instructed to place guns in this crater for a strategic attack but as war is portrayed it didn t go as planned
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